
ROSSO DI MONTALCINO DOC 
2019 

92
Fresco e vibrante al palato mostra note di ciliegie, amarene, succo di mirtilli e fiori di limone. Corpo medio, succoso e 
centrato offre armonia ed equilibrio ed una bellezza nel sorso di pochi eletti. Bevi ora o invecchia.

95+
Anche nel Rosso di casa Argiano tutta la croccantezza e sapidità della materia prima. Sangiovese al 100%, naso 
di piccoli frutti rossi, lampone e ribes, poi alloro e tocchi balsamici, di macchia mediterranea, con bella iodatura 
finale, la bocca è tesa e densa, i tannini salmastri, il ritorno fruttato-officinale.
Also in the Red of Argiano we find all the crunchiness and sapidity of the raw material. Sangiovese pure 100%, 
the nose reveals scents of small red fruits, raspberry and red currant, then laurel and balsamic hints, from 
Mediterranean scrub, closing of iodized hints. The sip is taut and dense, the tannins savoury, the aftertaste 
fruity-officinal.

89
Mostly from alluvial soil in the southern part of the appellation, Argiano’s Rosso has plenty of freshness. Cold soaked 
prior to the fermentation for enhanced colour and aromatics, it is than spontaneously fermented in temperaturecon-
trolled stainless-steel tanks, with 10 days of maceration on the skins. The Sangiovese for this Rosso ‘was specially se-
lected for fruit and freshness,’ explain Bernardino Sani, CEO and winemaker of the estate. The 2019 is restrained, 
showing elegant cherry fruit and firm tannins on a crunchy palate. It has good ripeness overall and the typical intensity 
of a toasty, smoky character.
Drinking Window 2021 – 2023



90
The 2019 Rosso di Montalcino boasts an herbal-tinged black cherry and balsamic spiced bouquet. Rich, dark textural 
waves of woodland berries and minerals wash across the palate, leaving a coating of grippy young tannin in their wake, 
along with a sizzling of residual acids. While quite tense, this leaves the mouth watering for more, finishing with a per-
sistent flourish of red fruit and minerals.

91
The Argiano 2019 Rosso di Montalcino shows the slightly darker color and richer concentration that is characteristic of 
wines from this vintage. The pretty Rosso offers good depth and width, qualities obviously rendered to the palate, with 
rich blackberry and dark cherry flavors. On the intensity continuum that sees Rosso on one side and Brunello on the 
other, this wine actually clocks in closer to the Brunello side of the spectrum. That makes this an especially interesting 
wine for those looking for Sangiovese power at an attractive value price tag. The wine ages in French oak casks for a few 
quick months. Production is 51,000 bottles. Drink date 2022 – 2025.


